
Content Creation Branding
Bible For Agents

Agent Profile Videos
This highlights who you are as an agent, the markets you serve, your 

experience/industry knowledge as well as what you uniquely bring to the table for 
each client that sets you apart . High production values are a must with any real estate 
agent video you produce, but none more so than brand promotional videos.  This is 
the most versatile video you can use in your marketing plan. It can be the main clip 
that auto plays on your website, YouTube page,  during listing presentations, played at 
conferences and in numerous other capacities to spread awareness of your brand.  
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Cinematic Listing Videos 
listing videos are the reigning champ of real estate videos. Showing off the 
properties you represent in stylish fashion via video is an effective means of 
impressing top-of-the-funnel leads who are learning about the properties in 
your market, as well as moving middle- and bottom-of-the-funnel leads into 

telephone, email, and in-person meetings.

Authentic Client Testimonials
The same customer testimonials that you post on your website can also be 
translated into a video format. Instead of having past clients write up reviews 
of your services, ask them to share their praise in a short testimonial video!
By showcasing real clients – and the beautiful properties you helped them 
purchase – you’ll provide valuable social proof indicating to prospects that you 

are as talented as you claim
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Event Videos
Heading to one of the many great real estate conferences that take place each 
year around the country? Maybe you have a local market meetup coming up that 
you plan to speak at? Whatever events you plan on attending, just know these 
gatherings are perfect opportunities to record and incorporate into your 

video-for-real-estate strategy.
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Neighborhood Tours/ Builder Highlights
Real estate property videos are essential to show off every facet and corner of your 
clients’ homes, but one important factor practically every home buyer takes into 
strong consideration in their final purchasing decision is the neighborhood and 
community in which a listing resides. Take your prospective buyer on a tour of the 
community and give them a feel for the entire neighborhood, not just the home.
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Lifestyle Branding Shorts / Reels
With Instagram Reels currently being the best for social media engagement we 
can create branded 30 second vertically formatted video  content specifically for 

instagram reels + IG/FB stories consisting of 
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Other Video Services /
Content Creation options 

PALM VISUALS
A CINEMATIC FILM CO

Day in the life / at work
Client showings
Closing's celebrations

Market Updates
Debunking FAQ


